Safety Practices among Bus Operators during Wee Hour Operations


Abstract—Safety Health and Environment Code of Practice (SHE COP) was developed to help road transportation operators to manage its operation in a systematic and safe manner. A study was conducted to determine the effectiveness of SHE COP implementation during non-OPS period. The objective of the study is to evaluate the implementations of SHE COP among bus operators during wee hour operations. The data was collected by completing a set of checklist after observing the activities during pre-departure, during the trip, and upon arrival. The results show that there are seven widely practiced SHE COP elements. 22% of the buses have average speed exceeding the maximum permissible speed on the highways (90 km/h), with 13% of the buses were travelling at the speed of more than 100 km/h. The statistical analysis shows that there is only one significant association which relates speeding with prior presence of enforcement officers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Crashes involving commercial vehicles are of growing concern in Malaysia and it significantly gives negative impact to various parties especially passengers of public buses. SHE Code of Practice (SHE COP) was developed to help road transportation operators to manage its operation in a systematic and safe manner. Over the past two years, MIROS have periodically conducted a few studies to investigate the effectiveness of SHE COP implementation among commercial bus operators during OPS Bersepadu period. MIROS have found that there is a need to investigate the implementation of SHE COP during non-OPS Bersepadu period since statistics show that there is a big difference of traffic profiles between OPS Bersepadu and Non-OPS Bersepadu program [1]. In conjunction with that, MIROS have conducted a study during the month of April 2009 to assess and evaluate the implementation of SHE COP among commercial bus operator during non-OPS Bersepadu period.

This study is only focusing on the routes which have operations during wee-hours. Statistics show that there are a few tragic road crashes involving commercial vehicles during wee-hours. The main causes of these accidents might be the whole system itself which involve drivers, bus operators, roads, environment and other [2]. By implementing the SHE COP, it would help in improving the system since the gist of the SHE COP is related to those factors. The importance of evaluating the bus operations during wee-hours is to provide evidences of current practices for the buses travelling during wee hours. Normally, routes with long distance may require the wee-hour travelled time. Wee-hour is defined as [3], as a few hours after the midnight. Drivers who are involved in the operations during wee-hours might have experienced fatigue, sleep deficit and accumulate their sleeping debts [4]. The wee-hours are generally accepted as the period between 12 midnight to 6 am which is the normal sleeping hours for human beings. All normal humans have the biological clock program which requires sleep during night time and a normal person becomes very sleepy twice a day, between 1am-6am and between 2pm to 4pm [4]. If the drivers are working against their body clock, they are most likely to be physically as well as mentally fatigued and this could lead to accident. Hence, the operations during wee-hour should be investigated in order to understand an analyze issues related to express bus operations during that time period.

The objectives of this study are:

1. To evaluate the implementations of the SHE COP among bus operators during wee-hours bus operations.
2. To evaluate the speed profile of the observed buses.
3. To analyze relationship between speeding and inappropriate driving behavior (IDB) against on time arrival, prior presence of enforcement officers and SHE elements.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

According to the National Accident data Analysis, accident during wee hours (0000 until 0600) involving buses was reported relatively low compared to other vehicle types [4]. However, once buses involved in accidents, most of the cases were severe case since it involved high casualty and fatality especially during 0200 to 0400 hours as reported in [4].

Many studies have shown that driving at night is more risky in terms of crash involvements per vehicle kilometer travelled than driving during the day. The reasons for crash at night are due to three main factors which include the more prevalent use of alcohol by drivers at night, the effects of fatigue on the driving task and the risk associated with reduced visibility [5].
A. Sleepy, drowsy, fatigue

It is reported in a study that sleep or drowsiness was a contributing factor in 3.9% of all accidents and recorded mostly during night time accident [6]. This could happened because human beings are influenced by a basic biological circadian rhythm with some depressive effect on performance in the late afternoon [7], and a marked depressive effect on performance in the late night/early morning hours [8]-[11] where at these period of times, a person will experience his worst physical and mental performance of the day [4]. In addition, according to [12], someone driving between 4 and 6 a.m. was 10 times more likely to be involved in a crash than someone who was driving in the middle of the morning or early in the evening.

A study at the University of South Australia [13], reports alcohol, sleepiness and fatigue lead to poor judgment and reaction time, not to mention the risk of dozing off. In fact, driving while being fatigued is just as dangerous as driving while intoxicated.

Reference [4] defines fatigue as the feeling of being tired, drained or exhausted. It costs poor judgment, impaired coordinations and slower reaction times. Fatigue can accumulate overtime leading to loss of alertness that could end up in falling sleep. Fatigue for drivers is usually occur “when an individual cannot achieve performance goals but is forced to continue working under unfavorable situation by a sense of duty and/or the need to protect the lives of others” [14]. Duty periods and shifts that are too long may cause an individual to take a longer time to respond to simple tasks. For more complicated perceptual-motor skills, responses become mistimed (right action but at the wrong moment).

In addition, inadequate rest and food intake are also cause of fatigue and further impairs driving performance [15]. Finally, fatigue symptoms could be derived from circadian rhythms dictating the daily cycle of activity which may be disturbed by rotating shifts patterns. Referring to [14], high demand from public lead to maximum drivers’ schedule for haulage operation may causes breaking of European law arrangement of working shifts. Such pressures when applied to public transport services may well encourage drivers to drive even when they feel tired, which can increase driver’s stress and lead to greater accident risk.

Reference [14] points out, driver may commit errors such as wrong gear selection, with slips increasingly turning into mistakes such as misjudging breaking distance at traffic lights, or attempting to overtake other vehicles where there is insufficient time to complete the maneuver when fatigue level is increased.

Reference [16] mentioned that most commercial vehicle drivers usually tend to violate the maximum hour of driving regulation because they generally believe themselves able to cope with possible driver fatigue and rarely consider it leading to an accident. Reference [17], as stated in [16], study found economic problem is the main reasons for the said violation.

Changes in time of work such as shift work, split shifts, sporadic work while ‘on call’ etc., will deteriorate the natural changes that are associated with circadian rhythms as highlighted by [18]. Reference [19] said that sources of drowsiness and related consequences are strongly associated with external factors (e.g., chronic sleep deficits) as with organization of work schedules especially among professional truck drivers.

B. Vision at night

Night visibility depends on the range of headlights being used and the contrast with the environment of the vehicle’s path [20]. Although oncoming headlights help in increasing a vehicle’s conspicuity [21] it also reduces the visibility of the driver due to the glare of the said headlights [22]. However, most drivers are not adjusting their speed sufficiently to counter these visual problems [20], contributing to higher risks when driving in the dark [23]. Reference [22] found that drivers only appeared to overcome the visibility problems when driving in challenging environments such as negotiating a curve and driving in the rain.

Visual acuity may gradually decline with age especially at night, due to the age-related changes in the eye, such that lens becomes yellowed, less flexible, and slightly cloudy [24] and pupils opening decrease to about one-third of the original size [25]. Older drivers’ impaired night vision is often further compromised by their reduced ability to tolerate glare from other light sources, particularly oncoming headlights [26].

Glare can cause driver to squint, resulting in eye strain and eye fatigue. In extreme cases, glare can even result in temporary blindness [27] that has longer duration for older drivers. Many older people find that although their vision is good enough to drive during the day, they must give up night driving because of problems with glare, brightness, and darkness. Older drivers also find it more difficult to see low contrast features such as road edges and unlit obstacles on the road at night [28]. Perhaps as a result of these deficiencies, older drivers have elevated night time crash risks compared to all other age groups apart from young drivers [24].

C. Smoking

Smoking is also often attributed to relieving feelings of stress while driving. As stated by [29], levels of smoking for bus drivers have been reported in various studies [30]-[33]. To be specific, smoking habit is increased by the increased levels of on-the job strain especially in bored working conditions [34]. Moreover, [29] also found in [35] study, it is unexpected that an interruption to the opportunity to smoke as well as trying to give up smoking has been connected to greater levels of strain in airline pilots as a result of plasma nicotine depletion in the blood, may be related to lowered performance.

D. Strategies to overcome fatigue and drowsiness

Reference [36] had carried out a phone interview survey to acquire information on attitudes, opinions, and professed practices related to fatigued or drowsy driving. A list of 14 possible strategies to cope with fatigue or drowsiness while driving was presented to respondents. As found in [36], the most frequent strategy that drivers choose to overcome fatigue or drowsiness is opening windows or turning on the air conditioner or fan. Other strategies that also being used for
addressing fatigue and drowsiness are; talk to passengers, stopped to eat, exercise, relax but without napping/sleeping and changed radio station or CD. The lowest countermeasure to negotiate the fatigue and drowsy driving are talking on cell phone, pouring water on face or neck or slap/hit/pinch oneself and taking a stimulant. However the most effective tactic is ask passenger to drive (assuming the passenger is fit and well rested). Ironically, the most effective tactic is not the most popular one.

In addition, [37] found that drivers are well aware that the most effective countermeasure to prevent sleepiness while driving is stopping and taking a nap but most of them did not choose this method. Instead, they prefer to engage in activities such as opening up the window, putting on music which they consider less effective [37].

III. METHODOLOGY

This study was conducted during a two week period from 13th April to 26th April 2009. The design of this study is basically similar to the previous OPS Bersepadu studies. However, for this study, buses operating during night time were observed. The sampling was done by using random sampling of express buses travelling more than four hours per trip. The sample consists of certain number of bus companies which are offering the selected trips during that period.

The study began with revising existing checklist, followed by sample and site selection, data collection and ended with data analysis and report writing. Data collection was carried out by trained researchers following a set of checklist regarding compliance of selected elements of the SHE COP. The researchers were required to observe and assess three elements of SHE COP which are the vehicle management, journey management, and driver management.

The above mentioned SHE COP elements were categorized into four sections in the checklist which are;

a) Section 1: Vehicle Inspection Evaluation,
b) Section 2: Details of Journey,
c) Section 3: Journey and Driver Evaluation,

to complete the checklist, the researchers were firstly required to observe the SHE elements related to the vehicle at terminals before departure. The entire journey was observed by the personnel to complete the assessment on journey and driver management. Analyses were carried out according to the objectives of the study. In addition, descriptive analysis and cross tabulation were done to get the distributions and profiles of the data. Finally, a report was produced to present all findings and to highlight outcomes from the study.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

This section discusses sample population, SHE COP elements, driving behavior and practices, and statistical analyses of variables.

A. Sample Population

A total number of companies involved in this study are 14 and the number of buses being observed is 55. From the results, 50 out of 55 trips have two drivers in the observed buses.

B. SHE COP Elements

Findings shows that bus operators are closely observing the five SHE elements, namely; usage of antiglare film, wearing of uniform by drivers, availability of fire extinguishers, rest after 4 hours driving, and drivers’ seatbelt availability. In addition, it was observed that usage of illegal cruise control tools such as bricks, brooms and rocks is not prevalent. Only 1 bus was found to have these illegal cruise control tools in the driver’s compartment.

From Table 1, it can be seen that 49% of the observed buses provide seatbelts for drivers. However, only 30% of the drivers in the buses with driver’s seatbelt used them. This percentage is considered low and it is not acceptable because wearing of seatbelt is compulsory for all drivers. This trend is the same for front row seats. Percentage of the fire extinguishers availability is high; however most of the fire extinguishers are hidden and are difficult to access. The companies need to ensure that fire extinguisher should be made available and easily accessible. Majority of the buses did not display the emergency number and this is not a good practice and needs to be improved immediately. From the observations, only 36% of the buses display the customer service number, and this practice needs to be improved.

Most of the observers are satisfied with the cleanliness of the buses (either interior or exterior), seats adjustability, spacious legroom and comfortable interior temperature of the buses. In terms of arrival time, majority of the observers agreed that the buses were punctual most of the time. However for departure time, high percentage of the buses did not depart on time. A significant number of observers experienced vibrations while travelling on the buses. This indicated that many of the buses are either not well maintained or had reached their service life.

C. Driving Behavior and Practices

It is observed that tailgating, harsh braking, dangerous overtaking, and smoking are the four highest categories. Although the other categories are not widespread, they are still considered as unsafe which can lead to accidents. It can be generalized that the drivers as perceived by the observers are not driving at high speed throughout the journey but only on certain occasions. Based on the samples, the speeding for entire journey is low (9%), but for “part of the journey” the percentage is quite high (27%). Although the speed of the buses is difficult to be verified quantitatively, most of the observers felt that the drivers are driving at high speed. The
perception could have come from the observation during overtaking, which is necessary. However the high percentage of high speed driving during overtaking is considered acceptable. 84% of the drivers are complying with this requirement of the SHE COP. This practice is commendable and should be adopted by all bus operators.

Fig. 1 shows the calculated average speed for all the buses. It can be seen that 22% of the buses were exceeding the speed limit of 90 km/hr. In addition, 13% of the buses were travelling at the speed of more than 100 km/h.

D. Statistical Analyses of Variables

The cross tabulations among speeding and IDB with other relevant variables such as arrival time, present of Related Government Agencies officers at terminals and compliance to SHE elements are presented in the Table 2 to 4. Speeding and Inappropriate Driving Behaviors (IDB) have been chosen as critical elements to be evaluated among the bus drivers.

Study on motorcar vehicles revealed that tailgating occur frequently in frustrating conditions that elicit anger in drivers especially under time pressing situation [38]. This behavior could leads to rear-end collision in vehicle crashes. Overtaking accidents is a serious problem on single-carriageway trunk roads, where vehicle occupant deaths are at their highest [39]. Study conducted by [40] shows that the risk of having a collision was four times higher when using a mobile phone compared to when the mobile phone was not being used. For every 1 mile per hour (mph) reduction in average speed, collisions are reduced between 2% and 7% [41]. Hence, excessive speeding behaviour and IDB among drivers can be a major determinant of road traffic accidents.

Speeding in this study is defined as driving beyond the speed limit and the speed limit for buses travel on express highway is 90km per hour. Speed of the buses is calculated using the distance and time taken between two tolls along the highway. Meanwhile the IDB elements consist of speeding, harsh braking, dangerous overtaking, red light running, tailgating, queue jumping, changing lane without signaling, use of emergency lane, weaving, using mobile phone, smoking, picking and dropping passengers outside assigned terminal and feeling sleepy or fatigue.

![Fig. 1: Calculated Average Speed of Buses](image)

Table 2 shows the distribution of speeding and IDB against on time arrival. The data shows that almost 71% of the observed buses arrived at the arrival terminals on time. The finding indicates that arrival time is not influenced by speeding behavior as more than 50% of the buses which arrived on time did not exceed the speed limit. However, data in Table 3 shows 31 out of 39 buses which arrived on time exhibit IDB. The association between the two variables are not significant with p value more than 0.05.
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Table 3 shows association of speeding and IDB with prior presence of enforcement officers at bus terminal. The result shows more than 70% of the drivers were not speeding when enforcement officers were not present at bus terminals. There is significant association of speeding with prior presence of enforcement officer (p value < 0.05). In contrast to speeding, the data for IDB shows that about 62% of the observed drivers demonstrate IDB when enforcement officer were absent at bus terminal. However, there is no significant relationship of IDB with prior presence of enforcement officer where p value is more than 0.05.
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Meanwhile Table 3 shows association of speeding and IDB with prior presence of enforcement officers at bus terminal. The result shows more than 70% of the drivers were not speeding when enforcement officers were not present at bus terminals. There is significant association of speeding with prior presence of enforcement officer (p value < 0.05). In contrast to speeding, the data for IDB shows that about 62% of the observed drivers demonstrate IDB when enforcement officer were absent at bus terminal. However, there is no significant relationship of IDB with prior presence of enforcement officer where p value is more than 0.05.

Distribution of speeding and IDB in relation with compliance to SHE element is presented in Table 4. The data shows 34 out of 44 buses which complied with SHE elements did not exceed the speed limit. In contrast, association between IDB and compliance to SHE element shows that more than 60% of the buses which adopted SHE elements exhibit IDB. The association of speeding and IDB by SHE elements is not significant where p value is more than 0.05.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This study has three main objectives. The first objective relates to the level of implementation of SHE Code of Practice among express bus operators which are operating during wee. The evaluation is based on compliance with selected SHE elements.

From the observations, SHE COP elements that are widely practiced include; usage of antiglare film, wearing of uniform by drivers, availability of fire extinguishers, rest after 4 hours driving, and drivers’ seatbelt availability. In addition, it was observed that usage of illegal cruise control tools such as bricks, brooms and rocks is not prevalent. However, the followings need attention; drivers are not using seatbelts, the majority of buses do not have seatbelts for front row passengers, usage of front row passengers’ seatbelts, usage of drivers’ seatbelts, and display of emergency hotline. It can be concluded that the level of implementation is still at the early stage. This finding is similar to the 2009 OPS Chinese New Year.

The second objective is to evaluate the speed profile of the express buses. 22% of the buses have average speed exceeding the maximum permissible speed on the highways (90 km/h). It can also be seen that 13% of the buses were travelling at the speed of more than 100 km/h.

The third objective is to analyze relationship between speeding and inappropriate driving behavior (IDB) against on time arrival, prior presence of enforcement officers and SHE elements. There is only one significant association which relates speeding with prior presence of enforcement officer (p value < 0.05).

As a consequence of this study, the following recommendations are proposed:

1. Top management of bus companies should improve awareness of SHE practices in their operations such as usage of seatbelts for drivers and front row passengers, display of emergency and customer service hotlines and easily visible and accessible of fire extinguishers.
2. Tailgating and harsh braking issues should be addressed by top management.
3. Bus companies are encouraged to install GPS monitoring system on their buses in order to monitor their buses.
4. Increase the number of enforcement officers’ availability at bus terminals prior to departure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHE Element</th>
<th>Yes, n (%)</th>
<th>No, n (%)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Speeding</td>
<td>Yes(&lt;90kmh)</td>
<td>10(18.2)</td>
<td>2(3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No(&lt;90kmh)</td>
<td>34(61.8)</td>
<td>9(16.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDB</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>34(61.8)</td>
<td>9(16.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>10(18.2)</td>
<td>2(3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>44(80.0)</td>
<td>11(20.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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